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Introduction 

In this paper I wish to describe how the demonstratives in Orokaiva function in various 
ways on lower levels, and throughout discourse. A particular demonstrative may 
function alternatively as a deictic, pointing to a single nominal referent, to a clause, or 
to a sentence, it may mark theme, or topic; or it may mark subject or object.  

These many-functioned deictic works can be broken down into about 15 component 
morphemes for a single deictic word.  

The choice of morphemes that make up each demonstrative is determined by 
grammatical function of the referent, and the intensity with which it is being referred to. 
This intensity with which it is being referred to. This intensity or deictic strength is 
determined by the physical and psychological distance from the speaker to the referrant. 

In the Korafe and Eware languages, both closely related to Orokaiva, Farr (1981) and 
Parrington (1981) describe the demonstratives as functioning in a variety of ways on 
different grammatical levels. Farr (1981) reports that Korafe demonstratives are not 
only deictic in nature but also mark topic, contrast and control throughout discourse. 
Parrington (1981) states that in Ewage the demonstratives awa and awawa can be purely 
demonstrative, but also mark topic at sentence level and mark the relationship to the 
discourse theme at discourse level. 

In Orokaiva, I see these same demonstratives as not having mutually exclusive roles 
at each grammatical level, but in every occurrence having multiple and overlapping 
functions. That is, in a single occurance the demonstrative pronoun amo' that ' may 
point to the subject, mark it as agent, serve as a topic marker in a topic comment 
construction, and anaphorically mark the subject at theme. 
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1. As Demonstratives 

In this section I would like to present an analysis of the basic morphemes that are 
compounded to form demonstratives and show the forms used for various grammatical 
function. The expanded demonstrative forms are included in Chart 1. 

The demonstratives are all composed of from 1 to 5 morphemes (chart 2) which are 
analyzed in the following sections. 

1.1. Relative distance from speaker shown by e-, a-, o-. 

The physical – psychological nearness of the speaker to the refferent is indicated in 
the first  order morpheme position by e-, a- or o-. In previous papers (Larsen 197-) I 
simply labeled e- as 'near the speaker' a- as 'near the hearer' and 'o-', as distant from 
both speaker and hearer. However, later research has shown that these morphemes not 
only encode physical distance, from the speaker but also the deictic strength with which 
he is referring to an item, immanence in time, and cataphoric or anaphoric reference in 
discourse. In the following example (1) the e in emo points to the child as being close to 
the speaker, whereas in (2) the a in amo indicated that the child is nearer to the bearer. 
In (3) the o in omomo emphasizes the fact that the child referred to is neither near the 
hearer or speaker, but relatively distant from them both. 

 (1) meni e-mo nau - ra 
child close' - referent my - stative 

    ‘This is my child.’ 
 (2) meni a -mo no - ra 

child DIST1-referent your - stative 
    ‘That child is yours.’ 
 (3) Meni o-mo-mo amu-ta-re? 

child DIST2-ref-EMPH who-poss.-stative interog 
    ‘Who's child is that?’ 

In this paper I will label these three distinctions as e 'close' a 'distal 1' and o 'distal 2'. Of 
these three forms o 'distal 2' occurs the least frequently in discourse and is usually 
reserved for situations where the fact that the referent is distant from both speaker and 
hearer is being emphasized. 
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The a 'distal 1' is the most neutral of these three distance distinctions and is the 
numarked form, since it has the greatest distribution in discourse. Where the referent is 
specific but the postion relative to the speaker is not in focus, the more neutral a 'distal 
1' is used, as in (4). Where amo simultaneously marks sentence topic. 

 (4) meni nau amo ke ambu e-na 
child my dist.1.ref. talk not do-F.P. 1s. indic. 

   ‘My child, he didn’t say anything’ 

1.2. Function of e, a, o encoding deictic strength. 

In addition to relative distance from the speaker the e and a may also indicate 
nearness in time to the time of utterance, or relative importance to the speaker. 

Robert Kirsner (1979) in describing the adverbial pronoun system in modern Dutch 
writes that the choice of deictic depends on the situation as the speaker percieves it in 
relation to himself and gives examples of how a speaker uses 'here' and 'there' in Dutch. 
He argues that High, Mid and Low Deixes better describes how a speaker of Dutch 
chooses a deictic, based on the relative importance that the speaker assigns to the 
referent, and the degree of attention that he wishes the hearer to give to that item. 
Although in Orokaiva the relative distance from the speaker seems to be the most basic 
distinction between e, a and o, in situations where relative distance is of less importance 
temporal immanence and deictic strength become the determining factors for which of 
these three forms is used. 

In example (5) the time referred to is last year which requires the more neutral form of 
a-mo. 
 (5) Jua matu a-mo pondo pajire be u-e-ra 

year old DIST.1-ref. feast big very do-M.P.-3p.indic. 
   ‘Last year we had a very big feast.’ 

When the speaker refers to an event that is happening now or imminently, the form e-
mo is used as in (6). 

 (6) Eha e-mo pure ta ke umbu-to pu-ve-na 
now close-ref work poss. talk take-P.S. come-TP.-1s.indic. 

   ‘Now I have brought the talk of the work and come.’ 

When the topic being spoken about is important to the speaker the prefix e 'close' 
may be used in the demostrative as in (7). 
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 (7) Ke ere- -na e-ma peni be ra 
talk still-say -T.P.1s.indic. close-ref big really stative 

   ‘What I am saying is really important.’ 

When the time referred to is in the distant past, one could conjecture from the above 
analysis that the form o-mo 'dist 2-referent' would be used. However, the form used is 
the more emphatic form of amo which is avo, as in (8). The form o-mo 'dist 2-ref' has 
not been observed to refer to any time concepts, but seems to be reserved for situations 
where the location of the referent as distant from both speaker and hearer is in focus. 

 (8) Matu a-vo embo Ata a-mo 
Before dist2-emph.ref. man " dist1-ref 

  da ta mit-iaetija. 
village at stay-F.P.hab.3s.indic. 

   ‘Long ago, the man Ata, he lived in the village.’ 

It is interesting to compare the form a-vo 'dist 2-emph ref' referring to far distant 
time to the form avo 'tail-end' which is used to refer to the last person in a line of 
dancers, warriors or hunters. It could be that avo 'dist 2-emph. ref. is the basic form 
which has been extended metaphorically to encode 'tailend' or 'last'. 

1.3. Anaphoric and cataphoric functions of e 'close' and a 'dist 1' 

Anaphoric and cataphoric functions of e 'close' and a 'dist 1' in discourse is that a 
'dist 1' can refer anaphorically to a topic (9). Whereas a 'close' is used to refer 
cataphorically to a topic (9). This use is common in the quote formula. 

 (9) Pamone na ke e-inge e-na 
woman by talk close-sim.ref. do-F.P.3s.indic. 

   "the woman said like this, 
  Umo nainge e-to puvu-to mi-te?" 

you where do-P.S. come-p.s. stay-NP.2s.interrog. 
   "Where did you come from?" 

a-inge e-na 
dist1-sim.ref. do-F.P.3s.indic. 

   ‘like that she said.’ 

In the quote formula e-inge 'close-sim.ref.' refers cataphorically to the quote and a-
inge 'dist 1-sim.ref.' refers anaphorically to the same quote. Outside of the quote 
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formula e 'close' may refer cataphorically to a topic to be mentioned immanently in the 
discourse and a 'dist 1' refers to a topic already mentioned as in (10). 

 10) Eto nau namei nau osaga e-mo 
  do.P.S. my brother my sadness CLOS-REF 
  e-mi-na ere o-vo-na a-vo 
  close-REF-agent still dot.p.-cont.-1s.indic DIST 1.-EMPH.REF. 
  e-to inena na hondate e-to Koro no na 
  do-P.S. you I help do-P.S money your INST. 
  Coleman generator umbu-to puvu-jo. 
  " " take-P.S. come-pol.sing.command 
 ‘So my brother, this is the sadness that I have, because of that would you 
 buy a coleman generator with your money and take it and come.’ 

The word e-mo 'close.ref' restates the subject 'sadness' and points to it as the topic for 
the comment about living in sadness and wanting a coleman generator. The e in e-mina 
'close-ref-agent' implies closeness in situational importance rather than in physical 
proximity to the speaker. The a in a-vo 'dist. 1-emph. Ref.' marks the preceeding 
statement, of having sadness as the emphatic topic of the comment about getting a new 
coleman generator. The way in which topics are marked by demonstratives and the 
topic comment orientation of Orokaiva will be discussed in sections 2 and 3 of this 
paper. 

Chart 1 of Morphemes that make up Orokaiva Demonstratives 

Distance Emphasis Refferent Function State 
e- ra- mo- -na -ra 
a-  (sub.topic) (actor-inst..) (fɨnal) 
o-     
  vo -ga -re 
  (obj.-

contrastive 
topic) 

(accomp.) (non-final) 

  -ta   
  inge (loc., 

poss.ind. ob. ) 
 

  (similar) -te  
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   coordiantion 
and time 

 

question     
de  i   
da~na  (location) -ko  
do   (non-def. 

appearance) 
 

1.4. Expansion of demonstrative forms. 

All of the demonstrative (see Chart 1) are formed by combining various morpheme 
as illustrated in the bi-dimensional array in Chart 2. The longest expansions that have 
been observed in discourse consist of 5 morphemes. 

In Chart 2 the first order particles e, a, o have already been analyzed in sections 1.1-
1.3. Also occurring in the morpheme initial position is the questions particle do, 
meaning 'what' in isolation. do 'what' has two allomorphs da and de but the vowel 
harmony rules that govern the vowel changes have yet to be determined. da has a 
varient form na, the use of which is determined. 

When the demonstrative points emphatically to the referent, there is often a second 
order particle ra which has two allomorphs re and ra. 

 11) Na I be a-vo ind-ena 
  I tree fruit dis -obj. ref. eat-T.P. 1s indic. 
 ‘I ate that tree fruit.’ 

The referent markers in chart 1 could be considered the basic particles in the 
demonstratives word since they are the morphemes that actually encode the referent. 
The particle me 'subject/topic referent' is the only one of this set that can function 
unaffixed. For example, when the position of the referent is indefinite relative to the 
speaker mo 'sub/topic referent' maybe used alone, as in (12). 

 12) Ne ivu mo da-vo-re? 
  your husband sub.ref. where-obj. ref.-stative. Interrog. 
 ‘Where is your husband?’ 

Whereas -mo encodes subject referent and sentence topic, in (12) the particle -vo 
encodes object and emphatic topic in (12) and (13). 
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The particle -vo has one allomorph which is -vi. 

The referent marker -inge 'similar to referent' is used when the demonstrative refers 
to the referent with a degree of doubt, leaving room for possible error by the speaker. 
This form is most frequently used in the quote formula as in (9). 

The referent marker -i refers to the location of the referent as in (13). 

 13) Donda no a-vo a-I ik-ano 
  Things your dist 1-adj.ref dist 1-loc give-f. 1s. interrog 
  te mo o-I ik-ano? 
  coord .non-def ref dist 2-loc give-F. 1s. interrog. 
 ‘Concerning your things, should I put them there, or over there?’ 

In the morpheme position immediately following the referent marker, the 
demonstratives are marked to encode their syntactic function. The various functions that 
are marked are instrument or actor marked by -na; accompaniment marked by -ga, 
location or possession marked by -ta and coordination and time marked by -te. In (14) -
na is marking instrument. 

 14) Embo a-mo ki a-mi- na 
  Man dis 1-ref spear dist 1-ref-inst 
  o ate a-suja 
  animal hunt do-F. 3s. indic. 
 ‘It is with that spear that the man will hunt animals’ 

In (14) the amina is also marking ki 'spear' as sentence topic. (14) could also have 
embo 'man' marked as sentence topic by affixing the -na 'actor-instrument' marker onto 
the demonstrative a mo which refers to embo 'man' as in (15). 

 15) Embo a-mi -na ki na o 
  Man dist 1-ref-actor spear inst. animal 
  ate a-suja. 
  hunt do-F.3s. indic. 
 ‘As for that man, he will hunt animals with a spear.’ 

In (16) the -ga is affixed to the demonstrative marking it as accompaniment. 

 16) Na embo a-mi-ga ind-esona 
  I man dist 1-ref-accomp eat- F.1sindic. 
 ‘I will eat with that man.’ 
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In (17) the -ta affixed to the demonstrative marks it as possessor. 

 17) Embo a-mi-ta meni mit-ia 
  Man dist1.-ref-poss child be-T.P.3s indic. 
 ‘That man's child is here’ 

When the demonstrative is marked for the action having taken place at a specific 
location. The particle -ta 'at' is affixed to the demonstrative as in (18). 

 18) Enana pondo a-i-ta a-sora 
  They feast dist1-loc-at do-F.3p.indic. 
 ‘They will make a feast there.’ 

When two actors participate in a coordinate action the particle -to 'in addition to' is 
affixed to the demonstrative as in (19). 

 19) a-mi-te na-mo-te vahai ta 
  dist1-ref-and I-ref-and one at 
  puv-era 
  come-T.P.1p.indic. 
 ‘He and I came together.’ 

When the demonstrative refers to time it is also affixed with -te as in (20). 

 20) Dago iji eha e-mi-te a-sora 
  We time now close-ref-time do-F.1p.indic. 
 ‘We will do it at this time.’ 

Also occuring in the position just after the referent marker is the particle -ko which 
marks non-definite appearance. It has only been observed to occur following the 
referent morphemes mo and inge and not after o or i. 

It has also been observed occurring in the referent position as in (21). 

 21) A-mi-na ke a-inge -a-ra-ko 
  Dist 1-ref-actor talk dist 1-sim. Dist 1-emph.-app. 
  er- ia 
  say P.3s indic. 
 ‘He is saying talk just about like that’ 
 22) a-mi-na ke a-inge-ko er-ia 
  dist 1-ref-actor talk dist 1-sim-app. say-P.3s indic. 
 ‘He is saying something like that’ 
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In (22) the demonstrative a-inge 'dist 1-sim. to ref.' is inflected with -ko to convey 
the meaning of 'somewhat similar to'. When the demonstrative refers to 'somewhere 
around that time' the marker -te can be affixed in the position following -ko 'appearance' 
as in (23). 

 23) Dago iji a-mi-ko-te pondo a-sora. 
  We time dist 1-ref-app-time feast do-F.1p.indic. 
 ‘We will have a feast about that time.’ 

The stative marker -ra occurs in the final position suffixed to demonstratives. When 
the stative clause is interrogative. The stative marker is -re. 

 24) Ari eha a-mo a-inge-ra 
  Do.inf. new dist 1-ref dist 1-sim.-stative. 
 ‘The new ways are like that.’ 

 25) Ari no mo a-inge-re? 
  Do.inf. your ref. dist1-sim-stativeinterrog 
 ‘Are your ways like that?’ 

2. Marking Topic. 

Topic prominence. 

Thompson and Li (Subject & Topic.--) list characteristics of languages that tend 
toward subject topic prominence or a combination of both. Of the characteristics they 
list Orokaiva has the following characteristics of a topic of prominent language. 

a. Topic is marked by fronting the morpheme or by some other surface marker., In 
Orokaiva the demonstratives mark topic. 

b. There are no passive constructions in Orokaiva. 

c. There are no dummy subjects as in the English  

"It is raining," but rather 

 26) ga ere vov-u-a 
  rain still fall T.P. 3s-indic 
 ‘rain is falling’ 

d. There are double subjects in topic prominent languages such as -  
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 27) ga amo peni be ra 
  rain it big vere stative 
 ‘The rain it is very big’ 

e. Topic prominent languages are usually verb final languages, as in Orokaiva. 

f. There are few constraints on what can be topic. In Orokaiva, objects, subjects, 
instruments, benifactives can all be topics. 

g. In a topic prominent language, the topic comment sentences are the basic type. 

Most Orokaiva discourse is made up of topic followed by demostratives renaming 
the topic followed by a comment containing the contrastive topic, followed by a 
demonstrative. This, in turn acts as a unit as the topic for a following comment and so 
on. (see the text following the paper for example) 

amo and avo marking topic and contrastive topic. 

Which demonstrative is chosen to rename the topic of contrastive topic depends on 
the grammatical function of the referent and on the strength of emphasis - that is, 
whether the referent is a more or less important topic. A scale could be made for subject 
as topic or object as topic based on the degree of emphasis of the referent as follows. 

 

Subject object 

referent + ø for intrasitive ref. + ø  

referent + na for transitive ref. + avo 

referent + amo ref. + aravo 

referent + amina  

referent + aramina  

Less  

(emphasis) 

more 

Chart 2:  

When the subject as topic is in emphatic contrast to a previous topic the object 
marking demonstrative avo can be used to mark the subject as a contrastive topic. 

Example_ _ _ _ _ _ 
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 28) Eto Diona avo meni bi-te u-ha-j-a 
  Ther " contrast ref child pens-with take-M.P.-3s-indic. 
 ‘And as for Diona, she gave birth to a boy-child.’ 

This example is taken from a letter in which the writer switches from writing about 
himself to writing about his wife. In doing so he refers to Diona with the contrastive 
referent marker  "avo". 

Example _ _ _ 

 29) na avo kiti Bud ta donda 
  I contrast ref-first " pass goods 
  avo umbu-to pamba –so-n-a 
  ob.ref. take-P.S. go- fut-is-indic. 
 ‘As for me I will Take Bud's goods first and go.’ 

In example_ _ _ (29) the speaker switches from talking about Bradley to talking about 
himself and so introduces himself as topic marked by "avo" -object-contrastive topic 
marker. 'avo' generally refers only to objects unless it is marking contrastive topic as in 
the above examples. 

In isolated utterances where subject and object are not marked as topic as they are in 
longer discourse the subject of transitive is usually marked by -na 'subject', instrument 
marker' whereas the object is unmarked. Subject of intransitive is also unmarked except 
where it is emphatic. 

In texts the subject, instrument and object are usually marked by amo 'subject 
referent and avo 'object referent'. In (_____) which is taken from a text how Orokaiva 
people used to build houses, amo marks the sentence topic. 

(______) 

 30) Eto embo nei a-mo gaga i-ta 
  the man another dist1-ref. platform above-at 
  ee-ena 
  sleep-FP.3sindic. 
 ‘Then another man would sleep on the upper platform.’ 

In (____) avo marks the object as sentence topic. 

(____) 
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 31) I tivate a-vo savara na j-ea 
  Tree post dist.1-ob.ref. stoneaxe inst. cut-FP.3p indic. 
 ‘As for the posts (they) cut them with a stone axe.’ 

In the following text which is the origin story of the red and white birds of paradise, 
the various occurances of the demonstratives have been numbered consecutively. 
Following the text the functions of each of the demonstratives are listed.1 

Di Sambo ta Hihi 

Bird Paradise poss. Story 

  1   2 
Matu avo embo a-mo ae jimb-una 
Before dist.time man dis.1-ref. wife marry-FP.3s.indic. 
  3 4 5 
a-mo meni ir-ae a-mi-na embo a-mo 
dis.1-ref. child stay-neg. dis.1-ref-inst. man dis.1-ref. 
 6 
tunga osaga-te tapa ere-uatija a-mi-ta ingeni 
throat sad-coord. all still-FP.hav.3s.indic. dis.1-ref-poss. hand 
  7 8 
a-vo haunk-enu sasaga a-vo 
dis.1-ob.ref. cut-FP.SS.non-final blood dis.1-emph.sub. 
   9 
ipega-ta b-enu umo isapa a-vo 
at fell-FP3s.nonfinal water little dis.1-ob-ref. 
gajike-to ik-enu miti-e taupa meni 
scrape-PS put-FP3s.non-final stay-sim.sec. whiteman child 
 10 
heriso sarik-eo ki-to embo a-mo 
two appear-FP.3p.non-final see-PS. man dis.1-ref 
tunga javotoho e-to bande oenge ik-ena 

                                                 
1 *The fact that the majority of transitive subjects are marked with ?na 'subject, instrument', and the 
majority of subjects of intransitive clauses are unmarked coupled with the amo 'topic' vs. avo 'contrastive 
topic' distinction, suggests the possibility that Orokaiva originally had some sort of exgative system which 
has been changed to an essentially topic prominent system. 
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throat good do-P.S. house alone put-FP.3s.indic. 
  11  12 
a-mi-ta ambo-ta a-mo buvunda kemb-una 
dis.1-ref-poss later-at dist.1-ref. rope wove-FP.3s-indic. 
  13 14 
embo a-mo meni a-ra-vo umb-asi pambu-to 
man dist.1-ref child dis-emph-ob.ref. take-des. go-P.S. 
  15 
jombure u-mite meni a-mo pije manana 
search do-dur.abrupt child dis.1-ref. banana banana 
  16 
sari a-vo indi-e mit-io ki-to 
ripe dist.1-ob.ref. eat-sim.sea stay-3p.non-final see-P.S. 
  17 
seima kakaimbe-to puvu-to meni a-mo andi-to 
slow sneak-P.S. come-P.S. child dis.1-ref grab-P.S. 
buvunda na ingeni ta pundu-to da-ta ik-enu 
rope inst. Hand at tie-P.S. village-at put-FP.3s.non-final 
  18 19 
mit-iatera embo a-mo meni vahai a-mi-ga 
stay-hab.FP.3p.indic. man dist.1-ref child one dist.1-ref-accomp. 
  20 
isa pah-unu meni vahai a-mo da i-ta 
walk go-FP.3s-non-final child one dist.1-ref village up-at 
 21 
mit-inu embo a-mi-ta ae a-mi-na 
stay-FP.3s-non-final man dist.1-ref-poss. wife dist1-ref-actor 
   23 
ki-to ke e-inge e-na umo 
see-P.S. talk close-like ref. Say-FP.3s.indic. you 
 24 25 
na-inge e-to puvu-to mit-ie a-inge 
what-like ref. do-P.S. come-P.S. stay-T.P.2s. interrog. dist.1-like ref. 
  26 
e-nu be a-mo ke ambu e-na 
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say-FP.3s-non-final boy dist.1-ref. talk without say-FP.3s.indic. 
 27 
pa a-mi-na ke ehako e-na "no 
woman dist.1-ref-actor talk again say-FP-3s.indic. your 
 28 
hamo javotoho a-vo-e-to ungote oine ai-sira." 
Skin good dist.1-emph.ref.-do-PS. we play do-Pot.1p.indic. 
  29   30 
a-inge e-nu be a-mo taupa 
dist.1-like ref. say.FP.3s-non final boy dist.1-ref. whiteman 
hamo to-to hamo mume e-to mit-ie si ij-ie 
skin leave-P.S. skin black do-P.S. stay-SS. cry say-SS 
mit-inu mamo te namei te puv-uo 
stay-FP.3s.non final father and brother and come-3p.non final 
harike-to di javo Samba sarik-ea meni 
reveal-P.S. bird name ‶ appeared-3p.final child 
 31 
mamo-ga pamb-una parara sarik-ena a-mo 
father-acc. go.3s.F.P. white appeared-3s.FP dist.1-ref. 
   32 
New Guinea enda ai pamb-una meni hamo mume 
   ‶ ‶ land dist.2 loc. go-3s.FP. child skin black 
 33 
e-na a-mo pagari sarike-to amo Orokaiva 
do-3s.FP. dist.1 ref. red appeared-P.S. dist.1 ref. ‶ 
 35 
enda ei ir-iuja. 
land ref.loc. is-hab. 3s. 
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Di Sambo ta Hihi – Occurrence of amo, avo 

1. avo -  time phrase 'in the beginning' 'emo' points to close time, avo or avovo 
 points to distant time. 

2.amo -  subject of embedded clause 

3. amo -  subject of embedded clause 

4. amina -  instrument (embedded clauses as instrument of following agent also 
 strong focus) 

5. amo -  subject, also main participant 

6. amita -  anophoric referent to man, possesor of object (hand). 

7. avo -  object as sentence topic 

8. avo -  emphatic reference to subject as topic 

9. avo -  object as sentence topic 

10. amo -  subject as sentence topic 

11. amita -  refers to past event chain 

12. amo -  refers to next chain of events as topic 

13. amo -  refers to subject as sentence topic 

14. aravo -  refers emphatically to object as topic 

15. amo -  subject as topic 

16. avo -  object as topic 

17. amo -  refers to subject 

18. amo -  subject refferent 

19. amiga -  refers to accompaniment 

20. amo -  subject referent 

21. amita -  refers to 'man' as possesor of subject 

22. amina -  refers to subject as actor in transitive clause (strong focus) 

23. einge –  cataphoric referent to quoted speech 
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24. nainge –  question demonstrative ref. to location 

25. ainge -  anaphoric referent to quoted speech 

26. amo -  refers to subject 

27. amina -  refers to subject – focus on 27 and not on 26 

28. avoeto -  refers to anaphorically to previous clause – coordinates events 

29. ainge -  anaphoric referrent to quoted speech 

30. amo -  refers to subject 

31. amo -  refers to subject 

32. aio -  refers to location distance 

33. amo -  refers to subject 

34. amo -  refers again to same refferent as 33 

35. ei -  refers to near location 

 



Orokaiva Demonstrative  19 

The Bird of Paradise Story 

Long ago a man married a wife who had no children so the man lived with a lot of 
sorrow. One day he cut his finger and the blood fell down on a leaf. He rubbed it with a 
little water and left it to be, and after a while two white skinned boys appeared. The 
man say them and was very so he made a house for them. It was after that, that he wove 
a rope. He went then to get the boys and searched for them until he found them eating 
ripe bananas. He snuck quietly up on them and caught the boys and tied them and took 
them back to the village. Then one day when the man had gone walking with one of the 
boys and the other boy remained in the village that the man's wife say him and said like 
this, "Where did you come from?" When she asked that, the boy didn’t answer so the 
woman said like this, "You have such a nice skin that we should play together." When 
she said that, the boy left his white skin and his skin became black and while he sat 
there crying, his father and his brother came back, then the two boys turned into birds 
of paradise. The boy who had been with his father turned into the white bird of paradise 
and went to New Guinea and the boy with the black skin turned into the red bird of 
paradise and lives in Orokaiva land. 


